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1.Which BGP attribute Is used to detect touting loops? 
A. AS path 
B. MED 
C. local preference 
D. next hop 
Answer: A 
 
2.What is the correct order of BGP attributes for active route selection? 
A. next hop -> local preference -> AS path -> MED -> origin 
B. next hop -> AS path -> local preference -> origin -> MED 
C. next hop -> local preference -> AS path -> origin -> MED 
D. next hop -> origin -> local preference -> AS path -> MED 
Answer: C 
 
3.Which new field is added to an IPv6 header as compared lo IPv4? 
A. version 
B. checksum 
C. fragment offset 
D. flow label 
Answer: D 
 
4.How does a Junos device learn about MAC addresses when II is first connected to an Ethernet LAN? 
A. The device sends out a network broadcast message asking tor all devices and MAC 
addresses on the network and stores this information In addition lo the interface from which the response 
was received. 
B. The device learns the destination MAC addresses from traffic in the network and stores this MAC 
address in addition to the interface from which the traffic was received. 
C. The device learns the source MAC addresses from traffic in the network and stores this MAC address 
in addition to the interface from which the traffic was received. 
D. The device sends out a network multicast message asking for all devices and MAC addresses on the 
network and stores this Information in addition to the interface from which the response was received. 
Answer: D 
 
5.Which LSA type does an OSPF ABR use to advertise external routes generated by an NSSAASBR into 
the backbone? 
A. Type 5 
B. Type 7 
C. Type 3 
D. Type 1 
Answer: C 
 
 


